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Smart tvs with youtube tv

Little by little, technology inches forward and the world is changing around us. Even things that we take for granted develop dramatically from year to year. In particular, televisions have changed considerably in recent decades. Just 50 years ago, black and white television was still more prevalent than their color-capable counterparts. Now there are many different types of TVs
with a variety of features, sizes and shapes. Among them, many TVs carry smart designations, but what exactly makes them smart? Technically, smart is just a marketing buzzword that indicates that competing products are stupid, even if they are comparable. Because of this, there is no exact definition of what a smart product is or is able to do. In general, there are a few types of
smart technologies. Some smart devices require no connection to the Internet or any other network, but have intuitive user interfaces that allow for automation and programming. Smart devices use systems like WiFi or Bluetooth to communicate with each other or the Internet. This allows them to link together, provide useful information, and stay up-to-date. Most smart TVs fall into
this category. simonkr / Getty Images When producers describe a TV as smart, it usually involves two things: the TV is able to connect to the internet, and it has its own application platform. An application platform is similar to a cable provider. Just as a cable provider can offer a channel to their customers, application platforms allow users to download a program. Different brands
of smart TVs have different application platforms. There are dozens of manufacturers with dozens of application platforms. Some use Google's Chromecast, some use Roku TV, and others rely on Amazon's Fire TV. In general, most of these platforms are incredibly a whole, and most offer access to popular streaming services like Netflix, Hulu or Amazon Prime. Vesnaandjic/Getty
Images To provide access to the various applications, a smart TV needs access to an Internet connection. In most homes, this means connecting it to a WiFi network. Most WiFi networks have a name that sets it apart from other networks and a password that protects it from unauthorized access. To connect the TV to a WiFi network, users must select their wireless connection from
a list, and then enter the password manually. Some TVs have remote controls with full keyboards, but most show a on-screen keyboard that users navigate using their remote control. When the TV connects to the Internet, it will be able to access the application platform and offer hundreds of different streaming services. The details of this will vary for different brands and models.
pictafolio/Getty Images What most people want to know before buying a smart TV is if it's worth the price. The smart TVs are a little more expensive than standard TVs of the same size, so it can be tempting to choose the default setting. The most important that smart TVs have over their counterparts is the great level of content they offer. Standard TVs require a signal from a
cable box or similar device that allows them to display content. Ultimately, this requires users to subscribe to different content packages from a cable provider. Compared to streaming services, these content packs are often significantly more expensive. In addition, some smart TVs offer web browsing, games and access to non-TV shows. Some people may find it useful to
visualize a smart TV like a large tablet or smartphone. scanrail/Getty Images Because they can connect to the Internet, smart TVs offer some unique and interesting features. Most notably, they are able to connect to and work with other devices. This means that users can send photos and videos from their phones to their TV. Some TVs can even do the process in reverse,
allowing users to take their content anywhere in their homes. Some brands call this SmartShare, while others call it SmartView, screen mirroring, or screen sharing. adventtr/Getty Images Aside from phones, some smart TVs are able to connect to other smart devices. For example, there are security systems that connect to wireless networks to upload videos from cameras. Some
application platforms may carry a program that allows users to look at their security camera feed from their TV. This can even extend to a fully customizable routine. A person could create a morning program that would automatically turn on a smart coffee pot and the lights while switching the TV to the person's favorite morning show. milindri / Getty Images Smart TV has different
costs than the TV itself. Although most application platforms offer hundreds of free apps, many of the more popular streaming services require a monthly subscription or some kind of pay-per-view fee. In addition, users will have to provide an Internet connection for the TV to use, which means they have to pay for internet service. But many people already have internet service in
their homes. Plus, even with internet bills and streaming services, costs are still usually lower than the average cable subscription. kupicoo /Getty Images Because smart TVs require an internet connection, many people may wonder if there is a specific internet package that they will need to use their smart TV. It is a complicated question because there is no correct answer. In
addition to having an Internet connection available, there are technically no Internet service requirements. However, different streaming services will recommend different Internet speeds in order to be able to use their services correctly. In addition, some Internet packages have a limit on how much data customers can use each month. As streaming can use a significant amount of
data, it is important to check with ISPs and select most compatible package. deepblue4you/Getty Images One of the biggest benefits of a smart TV is that its its will receive frequent updates. These updates can range from simple user interface changes to removal of various issues. However, some application developers may choose not to update their programs to older ones. This
means that people who plan to buy a TV and use it for years to come may benefit from choosing a third-party streaming device that connects to their TV instead of buying a smart TV. tomazl/Getty Images There are some concerns about privacy issues involving smart TVs. Many people are concerned about nefarious individuals hacking their WiFi networks and using their TVs to
spy on them. While this is a possibility, it is incredibly unlikely that the average person's TV is at risk. However, in order to avoid potential problems, it would be wise not to send personal or financial information via the TV. Instead, it would be better to use a computer with a wired connection for these purposes. xijian/Getty Images These days, it's harder to buy a TV without fancy
features than one with prepackaged content. From Netflix and Hulu to web browsing and photo sharing capabilities, web-connected TVs can do it all. But aside from apps and widgets, what exactly makes a smart TV smart? We decided to weigh in on the matter. This guide covers exactly what you can expect to find in a smart TV, from apps to Alexa. What makes a TV smart? The
main feature that separates smart TVs and not-so-smart TVs is an Internet connection. Almost all smart TVs are equipped with both an Ethernet port and built-in Wi-Fi — some older models may require an adapter to enable Wi-Fi functionality — so they should be able to connect anywhere in the house. In general, Wi-Fi should be fast enough for most purposes, but if you plan to
stream games or 4K Ultra HD content, you can hardwire to your network instead. An Internet connection is primarily used to stream TV shows and movies from a variety of apps and services, such as Netflix, Hulu, HBO and YouTube (among others). Occasionally there will be free stuff available (like on Crackle, Tubi TV, Pluto TV or Roku Channel for Roku TV), but for the most
part, you need to subscribe to these services to access their content. Many smart TVs also have web browsers baked in - though these are typically cumbersome and frustrating to navigate - and some even have cameras to use with video conferent apps. All about apps A smart TV isn't very smart if it can't be used to access a variety of services, which is why almost all of them
come with their own App Store. Currently, Roku OS and Android TV carry the package with the largest selection of apps. Roku, which refers to its apps as channels has thousands to choose from. Most of these are content-focused, with lots of subcategories like sports, religion, philosophy, automotive and more. There's something for everyone. TV has these, too, but in fewer
quantities; it tends to have more games and and Samsung's Tizen and LG's WebOS platforms also have plenty of apps to choose from. A Rome, many ways Although all smart TVs are built with the same goal in mind – helping you access your favorite content without an intermediary (in this case, a set-top box or streaming stick) – they don't all work the same way. In general,
each manufacturer uses a different operating system with its own individual features and quirks, although some systems, like Roku TV, are built into TVs from multiple manufacturers. Below is a quick breakdown of the most widely used systems available. Samsung Tizen Tizen is extremely fast and it will automatically detect devices that you connect to the TV, marking entries
accordingly. In addition, you can control some connected devices with the TV remote control. LG WebOS WebOS is extremely simple and fun to use and can support motion control with the included remote control, as well as Google Assistant. Sony Android TV If you are using an Android phone, this should be immediately familiar. Sony smart TVs support Google Cast, which
allows you to project content from your phone (or tablet) onto your TV and Google Assistant. TCL Roku OS Like Roku streaming boxes, Roku OS is awesome, featuring simple navigation and best-in-class search that looks through each app for your selected content. There's even voice search. Toshiba Amazon Fire TV In addition to the inclusion of the Amazon Video app, you'll
get access to Alexa, a personal assistant that helps navigate your TV and control your smart home devices. Voice Search For the most part, smart TV interfaces are designed to be simple and easy enough for anyone to use without training or tutorials (after all, lots of people check out display TVs before buying). Still, sometimes you just don't want to hunt and chop - and that's
where voice search comes in. As a fairly common feature of newer smart TV remotes, voice search makes navigation an easy task with a single click, no matter what you're looking for. But be aware that some platforms – like Roku – offer more robust search tools than others, and remote microphones aren't always good at understanding your voice, so patience is important. But
what kind of commands can they handle? Here's a brief look: Play the latest episode of Lucifer on Netflix. Open Amazon Prime Video. Switch over to HDMI 3. Mute. Turn off after this episode of Friends. Some higher end models come with Amazon Alexa or Google Assistant built in, which provides access to a much larger knowledge database. Using one of them, you will not only
be able to tell the TV what to do, but also to search the Internet for answers to questions and scour through your connected accounts for contextual information, such as calendar events. If your TV doesn't come with a voice remote in the box, you may also be able to access voice search via a smartphone app or by connecting Amazon Echo or Google Home. Privacy of user data
A good rule of thumb with all web-connected devices is that all user data is user data in always something is at risk. Smart TVs are no exception. When you subscribe and buy, we recommend that you store your purchases in your TV app store. TV web browsers are generally clunky tools that hackers can easily manipulate. If you need to buy treats off Amazon, banish the
transaction to your home computer or phone. Alternatives Not all smart TVs are created equal. Maybe the TV you like doesn't have the best operating system, or maybe you just don't have the money to pony up the hundreds for a shiny new screen. If that sounds too true, set-top boxes and streaming sticks are good alternatives, offering almost all the features of a high-end smart
TV at an affordable price. Roku's products (such as Streaming Stick+) do a great job of turning existing dumb TVs into smart ones, as do Google's Chromecast and Amazon's Fire TV devices. Recommendations for editors
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